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Rainbow Sang. in 1983, ultimately winning the Male Vocalist category. Since the original song version is
typically considered "the standard," we don't include it in our overall rankings. Instead, we display it first for
comparison, with up to 14 contenders presented next in ranked order. Use the polls below to vote on your
preferences: At the start of the film, part of the song is played by the MGM orchestra over the opening credits. A
reprise of it was deleted after being filmed. An additional chorus was to be sung by Dorothy while she was
locked in the Witch's castle, helplessly awaiting death as the hourglass ran out. However, although the visual
portion of that reprise is presumably lost, the soundtrack of it survives and was included in the 2-CD Deluxe
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Edition of the film's soundtrack released by Rhino Entertainment in 1995. In that intense rendition, Dorothy
cries her way through it, unable to finish, concluding with, "I'm frightened, Auntie Em, I'm frightened!" This
phrase was retained in the film and is followed immediately by Aunt Em's brief appearance in the crystal ball,
where she is soon replaced by the visage of the witch ( Hamilton ), mocking and taunting Dorothy before
turning toward the camera to cackle. Another instrumental version is played in the underscore in the final scene
and over the closing credits. [. It was sent as an audio wakeup call to astronauts about the STS-88 space
shuttle mission on Flight Day 4, dedicated to astronaut Robert D. Cabana by his daughter Sara. [11]. Myrna Loy
hums the song after it plays in the background in. The first German version in the English language was
recorded by the Swing Orchestra Heinz Wehner (1908–1945) in March 1940 in Berlin. Wehner, at this time a
well-known international German swing artist, [28]. This rendition is so heavy on the hurt that it's hard to listen
to. Rufus sings like he has a killer migraine. (Do you notice him holding his head and stroking his face in a selfcomforting manner?). "Canadian Hot 100: Week of June 26, 2010 (Biggest Jump)". On October 7, 1938, Judy
Garland recorded the song on the MGM soundstage with an arrangement by Murray Cutter. In September
1939, a studio recording of the song, not from the film soundtrack, was recorded and released as a single for
Decca. In March 1940, that same recording was included on a Decca 78 four-record studio cast album entitled
The Wizard of Oz. Although this isn't the version that appeared in the film, Decca continued to release the "cast
album" into the 1960s after it was reissued on disc, a 33 1⁄ 3 -rpm album. (1998) and released as a single in
2001. It debuted at number 88 on the UK Singles Chart in February 2001 and climbed to number 42 in May,
becoming Cassidy's first single to chart in the United Kingdom. In Scotland, it reached number 36, giving
Cassidy her first top-forty single in that region. It was her highest-charting song in the United Kingdom until
2007, when " What a Wonderful World " reached number one. [32]. Shriver, Jerry (June 13, 2014). "Songwriters
gala links old and new with a 'Rainbow ' ". USA Today. a.m. He was given 15 minutes to arrive by Milan
Bertosa. Bertosa said, "And in walks the largest human being I had seen in my life. Israel was probably like 500
pounds. And the first thing at hand is to find something for him to sit on." A security guard gave Israel a large
steel chair. "Then I put up some microphones, do a quick sound check, roll tape, and the first thing he does is
'Somewhere Over the Rainbow.' He played and sang, one take, and it was over." [31]. Danielle Hope, the
winner of the BBC talent show. Pink followed in Jewel's footsteps and included the rarely sung introduction to
"Over the Rainbow" when she performed the classic tune at the 2014 Academy Awards. It was the 75th
anniversary celebration of the Wizard of Oz movie's release, and among those in attendance were Judy
Garland's TEENren, including daughter Liza Minelli. Judy Garland's original version will always be best. "Over
the Rainbow" was given the Towering Song Award by the Songwriters Hall of Fame and was sung at its dinner
on June 12, 2014, by Jackie Evancho. [9]. Breathtaking and cherubic. Eva Cassidy blesses listeners with her
gossamer-like vocals in this delicate and wistful blues-tinged rendition that is over five and a half minutes long.
She sounds like a sweet, clinically depressed angel who needs a dose of Prozac. With its unique inflections,
she breathes into it a sense of loss, hope, and far more maturity than the original. Eva gives this song the gift of
perspective, and this creatively rendered work of art sounds like an entirely different piece altogether. She
elevates the song. You may notice the video features distribution of Iz's ashes in the ocean. Weighing over 757
pounds at his heaviest and about 500 pounds at his death, he died of obesity-related causes in 1997 at age
38. He draws out his lyrics dramatically—I didn't say effectively, just dramatically—and he fails to enunciate his
words. You would have to be a die-hard fan to savor this offering. Playing it on repeat might make a good albeit
unusu 7. "Over the Rainbow" by Patti LaBelle & The Bluebells (1966). Man, Ol' Blue Eyes shows off his voice of
velvet here. He wasn't even 30 years old yet in this recording. Backed by singers and an orchestra that sound
like they're straight outta Disney's Bambi movie, Mr. Sinatra promotes this song to a work of art with his smooth
voice that floats through several lines of extra lyrics in the middle. Although he didn't creatively reimagine the
song like the first two contenders, his vocals are impeccable. Classy. Top-notch. They don't make 'em like this
anymore. The original song title for "Over the Rainbow" was "Over the Rainbow Is Where I Want to Be." Written
specifically for The Wizard of Oz, the ditty was deleted from the movie three times because producers judged it
too serious for the role of Dorothy, who was supposedly a TEEN of 12. However, Judy Garland's voice coach
and an associate producer believed in the song and teamed up in advocating hard for adding it back in. 6.
"Over the Rainbow" by Eric Clapton (2001). Son of the Mask, and the television series. Music enthusiast
FlourishAnyway introduces some fun competition into the songs that have been covered by many artists by
ranking them. "The Wizard of Oz medley"– Sophie Evans, Danielle Hope and Lauren Samuels. PTX, Vol. IV Classics, by American a capella group Pentatonix. The EP debuted at number four on the. The original Garland
recording of the song can be featured in the 2009 animated film. Song by Harold Arlen and Yip Harburg
published in 1939. Eva Cassidy recorded a version of the song for. Nicholas David, a contestant on the third
season of The Voice, recorded a version that went to number 96 on the Billboard Hot 100 in 2012 with sales of
48,000 copies. [46]. With a sense of soft melancholy, Dorothy imagines escaping her troubles. Her mind floats
to a dreamland she once heard about in a lullaby. Garland channels her aspirations into the song lyrics as if
her life depends upon it. The song effectively embodies all the innocence and earnestness of a 16-year-old
girl. The film version of "Over the Rainbow" was unavailable to the public until the soundtrack was released by
MGM in 1956 to coincide with the television premiere of The Wizard of Oz. [3]. 9. "Over the Rainbow/What a
Wonderful World" by Cliff Richard (2001). the young character of Judy Garland, sings this classic tune before a
tornado rips her from her Kansas home then transports her to the technicolor promise land of Oz. Trouble

looms for Dorothy, as she stands in the barnyard and reflects upon her dilemma. Anxious, Dorothy cannot
control her beloved dog, Toto, from repeatedly getting away from her. The dog has now bitten the vindictive
townswoman, Mrs. Gulch, who has levied threats to retaliate against them both. (" I'll get you, my pretty and
your little dog, too! ). An orchestral version appears several times in the 1941 movie. I found that the doo-wop
ditty concept of this song worked better than its reality. The members of the quartet sang over one another, so it
was difficult to clearly understand some of their words at times even though I knew the lyrics. Also, the song
seemed to drag, and it acquired an unappealing "sing song" quality. Although the listener gets the point within
the first minute of the song, it was worth a listen. Country star Trisha Yearwood brings in an orchestra to back
her up and does yeoman's work in replicating the classic song. But while her rendition is pleasant enough she
plays it safe and does not take chances vocally beyond belting out the line, " Somewhere over the rainbow. "
Yearwood sidesteps the opportunity to reimagine this song with a fresh approach like some other singers, thus
I found her contribution to lack creativity and compelling emotional depth in comparison to higher ranked
contenders. Sorry, Trish. In March 2010 it was the second best-selling download in Germany with digital sales
between 500,000 and 600,000. [17]. Vincent Price sings the song to ironic effect at the very end of his 1972 cult
classic fantasy-horror film,. Wenn Du in meinen Träumen (Over the Rainbow), Inge Brandenburg mit dem N. As
it was recorded before a winner was announced, runners-up Lauren Samuels and Sophie Evans also
recorded versions. [37]. In the 1939 movie The Wizard of Oz, Dorothy,. 10. "Over the Rainbow" by Katharine
McPhee (2006). "Hot 100: Week of June 26, 2010 (Biggest Jump)". Billboard 200 with 54,000 album-equivalent
units, of which 50,000 were pure album sales. [40]. List of best-selling singles in the United States. It stayed 12
non-consecutive weeks at the top spot and was the most successful single in Germany in 2010. [16]. "MusikJahrescharts: "Sanfter Riese" und der Graf setzen sich durch - media control". Media-control.de. Archived from
the original on January 7, 2011. Retrieved November 22, 2012. In the U.S., it was certified Platinum for
1,000,000 downloads sold. [13]. Add to this the listener's realization that this astonishingly talented woman
bounced around the local District of Columbia club circuit, unable to support herself by her music alone, before
dying in relative obscurity at age 33 from melanoma that had spread to her bones. It was our loss that songbird
Eva Cassidy wasn't "discovered" until after she was gone. In the time since her death, her recordings have sold
over 10 million copies, and she has since acquired famous fans, including Paul McCartney, Michelle Kwan,
and Eric Clapton. James Stewart sings the song while carrying a drunken Katharine Hepburn in. and is
included in the piano sheet music from the film. It was also used in versions by Tony Bennett, Al Bowlly, Doris
Day, Ella Fitzgerald, Frank Sinatra, Sarah Vaughan, Trisha Yearwood, Melissa Manchester, Hilary Kole, and
Norma Waterson. Judy Garland sang the introductory verse only once, on a 1948 radio broadcast of The
Louella Parsons Show. [6]. The decision to record this song was a last minute one, and it profoundly changed
both his life and legacy. Iz's version was used in several films, television programs, and tv commercials ranging
from those for deodorant to cars, soap to cereal. When they started off with " do do do do," I was already
thinking " no no no no." Since they burst on the scene in 2011 as winners of NBC's The. Beyond today's
everyday troubles, something better awaits. That is the hopeful message relayed in this song. Perhaps that's
why it was named as. Sing-Off, Pentatonix has us so spoiled with their unbelievable a capella renditions of
popular songs that when they produce one that's just average, it's a bitter disappointment. This cover lacks their
usual spark, and particularly later in the song, it becomes clear that there are too many people involved in this
venture. The first German version in German language was sung by Inge Brandenburg (1929–1999) in 1960.
[30]. "600.000 Verkäufe: Michel Teló legt Download-Rekord hin - media control". Media-control.de. March 30,
2012. Retrieved November 22, 2012. Hot Digital Tracks chart during the week of January 31, 2004 (for the
survey week ending January 18, 2004). [12]. This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. American singer Ariana Grande released a version of the song on June 6, 2017 to raise money at
her benefit concert One Love Manchester after 22 people were killed in the Manchester Arena bombing at
Grande's concert on May 22, 2017. [41]. "Gold-/Platin-Datenbank ('Over the Rainbow')" (in German).
Bundesverband Musikindustrie. (1993), Israel Kamakawiwo'ole included "Over the Rainbow" in a ukulele
medley with "What a Wonderful World" by Louis Armstrong. Israel called the recording studio at 3. "Over the
Rainbow" Is a Message of Hope That Something Better Awaits. Kirstin Maldonado handles lead vocals on the
song. " " Poker Face" knackt 500.000er-Download-Marke - media control". Media-control.de. Retrieved
November 22, 2012. They say imitation is the highest form of flattery. The same artist who brought us the 1976
pop hit "Devil Woman" offers this positive, uplifting, cover of Judy Garland's original. In it, he channels Iz's spirit,
minus the ukelele, and offers a rock version of Israel Kamakawiwoʻole's blending of "Over the Rainbow" and
"What a Wonderful World." Although I wish Richard offered something different vocally than simply trying to
imitate another musician's sound, his voice floated effortlessly through the song, and I liked the rock
instrumentals. Billy Thorpe and the Aztecs's version topped the Australian music charts in 1965. Another
version charted in 1974 after Thorpe's blues-based revival of the song at the 1973 Sunbury Pop Festival. [48].
3. "Over the Rainbow" by Frank Sinatra (1944). The Wall Street Journal. Les Hinton. Retrieved December 2,
2010.
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Rainbow Sang. "Over the Rainbow" is a ballad composed by Harold Arlen with lyrics by Yip Harburg. It was
written for the film The Wizard of Oz and was sung by actress Judy . "Rainbow Connection" is a song from the
1979 film The Muppet Movie, with music and lyrics. . "Watch Muppets Sing 'Rainbow Connection' at Hollywood
Bowl Concert". Rolling Stone. Retrieved 2017-11-27. ^ "CASEY KASEM AMERICAN TOP .
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